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OUR GOAL

 

The goal of #WorldPeaceDay 2018 was to

have a worldwide conversation that results

in change. Within this conversation we

aimed to:

 Create six webinars where event professionals share
their wisdom and knowledge to create peaceful,
sustainable event spaces. With a goal of 200 people
around the world to attend the webinars to learn how
event create space.

 

1.

Encourage the United Nations to talk about the power of
events and their peaceful impact.

 Share thousands of stories of peace to reach over one
million people.

 

2.

Identify 100 collaborative initiatives to create research
and gather data.

 Encourage event sustaianability and press to globally
discuss World Peace Day and peaceful events.

 

3.
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Thanks to our hosts, sponsors and global

twitter community, we certainly achieved this!

 

To celebrate World Peace Day on the 21st September 2018. We
hosted a series of webinars to discuss the concept of peaceful

and sustainable event spaces. We also used our twitter
account (@EventsCreatePeace) and our Positive Impact official

twitter page (@PIevents) to generate conversation and send
messages reaching out to our audiences and the general

public about the upcoming campaign.
 

#WorldPeaceDay
 



Tweets
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TWEETS FROM OUR SPEAKERS

  

Our speaker from ABPCO shared our campaign through a variety

of  channels, including newsletters, promoting on Twitter,

Facebook and LinkedIn page and promoted within the APBCO

group.  The sharing of our campaigns is amazing! 

  

Through APBCO, they had a 548 registers to the newsletter, 5989

followers on twitter, 224 followers on Facebook and 417 followers

on LinkedIn company page, the ABPCO group alone has 1365

people. So the viewing content of our webinars has increased

massively through sharing of multiple channels. this will help

professionals learn to create peace and encourage

event sustainability. 

  



Cerespo extended our
campaign through promoting

via twitter. Informing
professionals around the world
how to create peace in events. 

 



One of our speakers from

EdmontonSCC shared our

campaign from her own

personal twitter and the

company's.

 



CIM was one of our media
partners in collaborating
with our campaign. With

their help of sharing WPD
via their own social media
channels, CIM extended

our reach to 4,567.
 



OUR SPEAKERS

 
We owe a special thanks to our speakers who have made

it possible to run #WorldPeaceDay for the first time

ever! with the help of our supporters we had created 6

webinars discussing peace in events industry.

 

Webinar 2: Understanding the Opportunity: Events Create Peace gained the

most interest and registrants out all of the webinars which suggests the

audience are most intrigued in the content of the webinar which follows.

  

ThankYou!

 



2018 HIGHLIGHTS
 

Cerespo tweeted 3 times for
World Peace Day and

combining this with the
number of followers, their

reach totalled to 234.
 

From ABPCO sharing our
campaign with their social

media channels, they
reached to 8,543

 

Here shows our reach from
influence on the

#EventsCreatePeace hashtag
which linked to our

 campaign. Combining
PIevents and

positiveimpactevents we
influenced 26,025.

 

Trending twitter
hashtags

 
#PeaceDay

 

#InternationalDayOfPeace
 

#PositiveVibes
 

#powerofpeace
 

#Eventprofs
 



As you can see

from the graphs

our campaign

increased our

social media reach

by thousands to

the upcoming

date of world

peace day on the

21st September 

 

REACH: 512,842

 



TWEETS AROUND THE WORLD ON
#WPD 2018

 





NEXT STEPS...

GET IN TOUCH WITH US

+44 (0)161 2735107

Fourways House, 57

Hilton St, Manchester 

M1 2EJ

info@positive-impact-

events.com
twitter.com/PIevents
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Each year the International Day of Peace is

observed around the world on 21 September.

The United Nations General Assembly has

declared this as a day devoted to strengthening

the ideals of peace, both within and among all

nations and peoples. The Day was established

in 1981 by the United Nations General

Assembly. Twenty years later, in 2001, the

General Assembly decided, by unanimous vote,

that this would be a day of non-violence and

ceasefire.

 

Now that we have achieved such incredible exposure for #WorldPeaceDay, we

hope to continue this campaign next year  

 

CONTINUE THE GLOBAL
CONVERSATION

#ShareAPositiveImpact


